Dear Elder:  


In replying to your letter, I find it best to make more copies. I appreciate your remarks about HOEHN RESEARCH LIBRARY REPORT # 220 + # 229. As I most always do, when some one writes about a certain paper, I go back and Re-Read it to remind myself about it fully.

As I Re-Read this one, I was horrified at the poor printing (Duplicating.) And then I remembered this was a group of stencils that had gone bad, after months of work on them, and I was in the middle of Diamond Drilling so I had no choice but to run them the best I could - or not at all. I really believe those two should be Re-Printed. I see nothing to change. What was true then - is still true. Only more so. TIME has only added to the testimony.

It was probably such a poor job of Duplicating that decided my friends to get us a press. We now have the press, and I was glad to be able to run it with a minimum of testing. But this press can be run by 3 or 4 processes. Even 2 years ago we could not have done as we can do now - make our own plates. Aluminium, or for short runs paper plates can be used. This is a ZEROX process. It costs about 35¢ to 75¢ a page. But what I am attempting here is called in printing press circles: "Dirty Printing." That means typing right on a special paper master. And putting it straight in the press.

There are ways and means of correcting mistakes, but I do not have the supplies. So if I make a mistake - I am just going to type over it or somehow/// it out. This is just a test-run to see if we can use this method. I am not sure of the cost of 100 of these paper masters. But, one thing - we do not have to start up the plate-maker machine. Not that it is hard to start up, but once you put fluid into it, that fluid is only good for a week, no matter how few plates are made. So this method will be very good if we can make it work.

The subject is: "WHO IS BABYLON?"

Certainly no adventist, and no reformer - had the answer to this time. One "BIBLE-WORKER" in depreciating the work of the HOEHN RESEARCH LIBRARY - said she "knew" this, when she was: "12 years old!" That it was the subject for elder Andreasen and others she was a "BIBLE-WORKER" for. I challenge her and all others - to show ONE book, ONE thesis, ONE copy of ONE sermon around the world - where any adventist anywhere ever wrote or preached on: "THREE BABYLONS!"
Dear Elder:

We have all been connected, and perhaps took part in Adventist plans - (over a period of Decades) - for Plans to build "Retreats" or Places of Refuge for the Time of Trouble.

All such attempts of the Past, were - we all recognize - Premature. Most Adventists do not even know of the many such Retreats that WERE built, and came to Nothing. Or, Worse yet - developed into another DRUG-HOUSE. And some became a NUT-HOUSE. (Since 1/2 of all Hospital patients are NERVE + MENTAL cases - most all new Hospitals have a "PSYCHIATRY" Wing.) (Where Drugs + Doctors play + the Victims pay.)

No matter how many Mistakes the Adventist has made, he is very adept at hiding behind them, or refusing to admit them, certainly he will not tell you about them, and if you Question him, his stock Reply is: "SR. WHITE SAID: Not to find Fault!!" And, of course - that's the End of the Matter, or so they would like to Think. So much money down the Drain.

The Question is: As we near the Time for the End, as still greater or new Efforts are being made to build or buy such Hide-Outs, and with Official Sanction, for the FIRST thing they want is for the MINISTERS to have a Seat + a Place there to RUN it - it is not a Question of = (A) Can we do it? but rather (B) After they are Built - what then? + not forgetting (C) Could the Means + Energy be better employed? (D) In spite of all, if such Centers are established, (E) What will happen to them? Do we KNOW, or are we in the Dark and have to GUESS?

DO WE REALLY NOT KNOW THE ANSWERS?

Many of us in the Past, caught up in the Fever and Excitement of the important Role we can play, as we get that Doctor, that Nurse, that elderly Couple, to Invest in a "Center" to which they and others can come, which we will Bravely build up for them and for ourselves, while we have yet Time - it is very Hard
to put a Brake and a Stop to the Zeal not according to Knowledge for ANY consideration, because we WANT to be Victorious + Heros, as the Jews that clamored Into Old Jerusalem, their "HOLY CENTER." Their HIDE-OUT.

WILL THOSE WHO "SAY THEY ARE JEWS - BUT WHO LIE + ARE NOT!" - WILL THEY BE ONE WHIT MORE SUCCESSFUL - ???

To some, this is going to be their Hardest Test, as with the Jews and His Disciples, back there. DO THEY BELIEVE THE TESTIMONY OF JESUS? Or do they believe their Church Leaders? "The Contest is between the Commandments of God and the commandments of men." 5T 81.

"Many false Messiahs will appear, claiming to work Miracles... These will mislead many..."Many false Prophets shall arise, and shall deceive many." False Prophets did arise, deceiving the people, and leading great numbers into the Desert. Magicians + Sorcerers, claiming miraculous power, drew the people after them, into the Mountain solitudes. But-this-Prophecy-was-spoken also-for-the-Last-Days. This sign is given as a sign of the second Advent. Even now false christs and false prophets are showing signs + wonders to seduce His disciples... "Behold He is in the Desert!"..."BELIEVE IT NOT!"..."SUDDEN DESTRUCTION COMETH UPON THEM!"... as a SNARE."..."WATCH ye therefore." DA 628-636.

(I know this is clearer and better in the ORIGINAL, but I am moving again, so I do not have the R & H ARTICLE BOOKS here. BOOK 3:632-3.)

God in mercy wants us to learn from the Mistakes of the Past, hence these Warnings were "Written for our admo- nation, upon whom the Ends of the World are come."

The Adventist Leaders reached their hand in there, right on this Point, to Pervert the Word of God. Right in the Book "THE GREAT CONTROVERSY" - right on the Subject of "FLEEING" from the Wrath to come. Right when the Spirit of Prophecy was telling us WHEN to Flee. I was reading this day - Dec. 30, 1973 - the EXAMPLE of this = 1884 SOP 4:316. ORIGIN OF EVIL. How Satan works. Is he working on our minds just like that? To set up these glorious "RETREATS"? By being mesmerized at our great SELF-importance, to do what God never said to do? We are to make "NO PREPARATION" for the Time of Trouble! But watch how Satan works =
SATAN = "Little by little, he began to seek his own Honor, and to employ his powers to attract attention and win praise TO HIMSELF... This course perverted his own IMAGINATION... (to) bring RUIN upon himself." 1884 SOP 4:317.

1884 SOP 4:324. Something no Preacher will ever Talk about. He is too busy dealing in "LOVE" to deal with "LOVE NOT!!" "Love NOT the World!"

And is building a "TIME OF TROUBLE RETREAT" a Love of God and His Truth and His Judgments to Fall on this World? Or is it a LOVE of glorious SELF? It all depends if it is a "HIDE-OUT" that God said to build - a "REFUGE" or will it be a DEATH-TRAP?

"The Apostate is never at Rest, except as he obtains SYMPATHY and SUPPORT by inducing OTHERS to FOLLOW his Example... The inspired Warning is sounding down the Centuries to our Time: "Be sober, be vigilant; because your adversary the Devil, as a roaring Lion, walketh about, seeking whom he may devour." "Put on the WHOLE ARMOR of God. that ye may be able to STAND against the wiles of the Devil."... All who seek to follow Jesus will be brought into CONFLICT with this relentless Foe." 1884 SOP 4:324,329,330.

1884 SOP 4:331. More Light on how Satan works until he comes to his supreme effort.

1884 SOP 4:337. "THE SNARES OF SATAN." Adventists took out 4 pages right here - out of the Book. To this Day. They slipped it in to TM 472-5. But there it is wildly out of Context. The supreme attempt of Satan to Seduce, lead Astray - the "People of God" in the "Last Days." To lead the Church to "UNITE with THE WORLD." To have the same Hopes + Aspirations + Delusions.

THE ADVENTIST LEADERS = reached their Grimey Paws in here to Seduce + Mesmerize this whole Denomination from one End of the World to the other with the Idea that what we Fear is "FORCE!!" The "ENFORCEMENT" of the Sunday "LAW!!" They slipped in the word "ENFORCEMENT" or "ENFORCING" - 6 TIMES! where the ORIGINAL never had it ONCE! Your GC 448-9. 1884 SOP 4:281.

SECOND = they took OUT the Page that showed HOW it would come - no "FORCING" about it!

THIRD = they took the very SENTENCE dealing with WHEN
to "FLEE" - that very SENTENCE they SPLIT right down the Middle! Put the last HALF of the sentence 10 pages AWAY! [Now try to Understand it!]

"Here is where Hoehn made a Mistake!!" I was told. He thought, as I also once Thought, and it took me HOURS to unravel it so that I can now speak with Authority - see 1884 SOP 4:445. Your GC 616, then jump to 626.

BEWARE! WATCH YOUR STEP! As you go thru the 10 pages, you may think it is another Page, but look again! It jumps from GC 616 clear over to 626 = 10 PAGES!

"SNARES OF SATAN" - as Sr. White received this Vision, it is said she saw the Valley the Forces of Satan are Encamped in, she heard the most beautiful Music, she saw or heard the Council as SATAN and his LEGIONS were discussing, in this momentous Council, how to Overcome the "People of God" in the last Days. [Wonderful thing - don't you Think - for Seventh-day Adventists to leave this OUT of your Book? I wonder what other delectable Morsels they LEFT OUT of other Books? Sure makes you Wonder just how much Satan the Devil controls THEM! EXACTLY WHAT THE FATHERS OF THE CATHOLIC CHURCH DID! THE BEAST! And why not the Image of the Beast?]

"SATAN EXALTS, FOR HE HAS INSPIRED THEM... THEY ARE FOLLOWING IN THE TRACK OF ROMANISM... RULE, RULE, HAS BEEN THEIR COURSE OF ACTION... THEY EXALT THEMSELVES AS MEN OF SUPERIOR JUDGMENT... THESE ARE FALSE GODS." TM 362-4. [They had to Mess around with that Testimony right there! Snipping the Pages into little Bits - toss them into the R&H MIX-MASTER, and put it all together again as they put on a Blind-Fold and take turns snatching a piece out as Willie White turned the Crank in 1923! "These be thy Gods, O Israel!" "Those that lead thee cause thee to Err, and those that are led of them - are DESTROYED!"

SOP 4:339-350. HOW SATAN & CHURCH-LEADERS WORK! "Through those that have a FORM of godliness but know not the Power, we can gain MANY... Those of this Class who are apt + intelligent will serve as DECOYS to draw others into our SNARES. Many will not fear their INFLUENCE, because they PROFESS the same Faith... We must be present at all their large GATHERINGS... "I will have upon the ground, as my Agents, men holding false Doctrines MINGLED..."
with just enough Truth to deceive souls. I will also have unbelieving ones present, who will express DOUBTS in regard to the Lord's messages of warning TO his CHURCH. Should the people READ + BELIEVE these admonitions, we would have LITTLE HOPE of overcoming them. But if we can divert their attention from these warnings, they will remain ignorant of our power + cunning, and we shall secure them in our ranks at last... We must cause distraction + division... and lead them to criticise, to judge, and to accuse + condemn one another, and to cherish selfishness + enmity."... [READ CAREFULLY! This is not FROM the Messengers TO the people - but FROM the people TO the Messengers. Finding fault with Message + Messenger.]

"Satan... though HIDDEN from SIGHT... sees the Messenger of God searching the Scriptures, he takes note of the Subject... Then he employs all his cunning + shrewdness to so control circumstances that the Message may not reach those whom he is deceiving on that very Point... by some means be prevented from Hearing...

"He hears their earnest Prayers for divine grace + power to break the spell of indifference, carelessness, and indolence... He tempts men to the indolence of appetite or to some other form of self-gratification, and thus BENUMBS their SENSIBILITIES, so that they fail to HEAR the very things which they most need to learn... he invents every possible device to ENCROSS the mind...

"There has ever been a class PROFESSING GODLINESS who, instead of following on to know the Truth, make it their religion to seek some fault of character or error of faith in those with whom they do not agree... It is Satan's plan to bring INTO the Church insincere, unre- generate elements that will encourage DOUBT + UN-BELIEF, and hinder ALL... pass as Christians... introduce their Errors... substitute FALSE theories, FABLES, another Gospel. From the beginning, the servants of God have contended with FALSE TEACHERS... inculcators of FALSE-HOODS that were FATAL to the soul. Elijah, Jeremiah, Paul, firmly + fearlessly OPPOSED those who were turning men from the Word of God... found NO FAVOR with these holy DEFENDERS of the Truth...

"Instead of carefully studying God's word with HUMILITY of heart to obtain a KNOWLEDGE of his will, many seek only to discover something ODD or ORIGINAL... perhaps quoting HALF of a single verse... when the remaining
portion would show the meaning to be quite the OPPOSITE. With the cunning of the Serpent, they entrench themselves behind disconnected utterances construed to suit their carnal desires. Thus do many willfully pervert the Word of God. Others, who have an active IMAGINATION, seize upon the FIGURES + SYMBOLS [Houteff, Dr. Hardinge, Brinsmead of Holy Writ, interpret to suit their fancy, with little regard to the Testimony of the Scriptures as its own interpreter, and then they present their VAGARIES as the Teachings of God's Word... passages will be wrested from their true Meaning...

[The Vault Manipulators have been doing this for Decades, going into the Deep Recesses of the Vaults, brushing aside the Black Widow Spiders, and thick Cobwebs, to "SELECT" what they want us to Believe! to fit any Situation. Why not THROW-THE-VAULTS-OPEN-TO-THE-LIGHT-OF-DAY-INSTEAD-OF-THEM-BEING-CHAINED-TO-THE-LAODICEAN-PULPIT!!! What did they say when the Catholics did that very thing - ??]

"SELECTED MESSAGES - !!!"

"The Papal leaders SELECT such PORTIONS of Scripture as best serve their purpose, INTERPRET to suit themselves, and then present these to the people, while they deny them the privilege of STUDYING the Bible, and UNDERSTANDING its sacred Truths FOR-THEMSELVES. Unless the WHOLE BIBLE [and the WHOLE TESTIMONIES!] is given to the people JUST-AS-IT-READS, it would be BETTER for them NOT-TO-HAVE-IT-AT-ALL...

"It is a masterpiece of Satan's deceptions to keep the minds of men searching + conjecturing in regard to that which God has not made KNOWN, and which he does not intend that they should understand...

"It was thus that Lucifer himself was cast out of Heaven. He became DISSATISFIED because all the SECRETS of God's purposes were not confided to him, and-he-entirely-disregarded-that-which-was-revealed... By arousing the SAME DISCONTENT... he seeks to imbue the minds of men... to disregard the direct Commands of God. Those who are unwilling to accept the plain, CUTTING TRUTHS of the Bible, are continually seeking for pleasing FABLES that will quiet their consciences. The less spiritual, self-denying, and humiliating the Doctrines presented, the-greater-the-favor with which they are received. These persons DEGRADE the intellectual powers to serve their CARNAL DESIRES.
"TOO WISE in their own conceit to SEARCH the Word of God with contrition of soul and earnest prayer for divine guidance, they have no shield from DELUSION. Satan-is-ready-to-supply-the-heart's-desire, and he palms off his deceptions in the place of Truth. IT-WAS-THUS - that the PAPACY gained its power over the minds of men; and by REJECTION-OF-THE-TRUTH-BECAUSE [How long since you heard this Truth in your Church?] BECAUSE-IT-INVOLVES-A-CROSS... All who neglect the word of God to study convenience + POLICY, [GENERAL CONFERENCE POLICY = "Principle, right, honesty, should ever be cherished. HONESTY will not tarry where POLICY is harbored. They will NEVER agree; one is of BAAL, the other of GOD." 4T 607,611. 5T 96. PK 544,141-2. GC 460.]...

"All who neglect the Word of God to study convenience and POLICY, that they may not be at VARIANCE with the World, will be LEFT to receive DAMNABLE HERESY for religious Truth... "God shall send them STRONG DELUSION, that they should believe a lie, that they all might be DAMNED who believed not the Truth"...

"Some look with HORROR upon one Deception will readily receive another... as they reject the Truth, they fall a prey to these Deceptions... Few who venture to do this, stop with the rejection of a single Truth. The majority continue to set aside ONE after ANOTHER of its principles, until they become actual INFIDELS...

["If such matter is allowed a place in our Institutions, it will be found that the subtle power of Satan's sentiments is not easily cast out... There will be a Harvest for his reaping in the very Institutions established by the funds of God's people... It will result in sending forth to the World, in place of Christian workers, a company of educated INFIDELS." 7T 167-8. FCE 536.]

"He who sitteth in the Heavens will overrule... to prepare them to RESIST all the allurements of Evil. Satan is well aware... that, should he reveal himself OPENLY, he would be MET + RESISTED. Therefore... he-lies-in-ambush-with-his-forces, ready to destroy all who venture upon his ground... we should pray in faith continually,"Lead us not into Temptation." 1884 SOP 4:339-350.

"SNARES OF SATAN" - as Sr. White saw how Satan will work to take captive Seventh-day Adventists through their Leaders - the way he manipulates his Last Great Deception, let us go through those pages again: =
Sop 4:337-350. HOW SATAN + CHURCH-LEADERS WORK!

"The Snares of Satan." As the people of God approach the perils of the Last Days... He sees that the popular Churches are already lulled to SLEEP... By pleasing SOPHISTRY + lying wonders he can continue to hold them under his control. Therefore he directs his angels to lay their Snares especially for those who are looking for the second advent of Christ, and endeavoring to KEEP all the Commandments of God... the same LIGHT which reveals the true Sabbath, reveals also the MINISTRATION of Christ in the Heavenly Sanctuary...

"Hold-the-minds-of-the-people-in-DARKNESS... and we shall secure the World and THE CHURCH also... now THE CHURCH must be led to UNITE with THE WORLD... follow CUSTOM + TRADITION... (the) perfect LAW of Liberty shall be(by RDB represented as a YOKE of BONDAGE... our principle concern is to SILENCE this SECT of Sabbath-keepers... we will FINALLY have a LAW to EXTERMINATE ALL... DEATH shall be made the PENALTY of violating our Sabbath, then MANY who are now ranked with Commandment-keepers will come over to our Side...

(THIS EVERY ADVENTIST KNOWS, BUT HERE IS SOMETHING THEY DO NOT KNOW: = ) "But BEFORE proceeding to these EX-TREME measures, we must exert all our wisdom + subtlety to DECEIVE + ENSNARE... by WORLDLINESS, LUST, + PRIDE... APPETITE... LOWER PASSIONS, which will CONFUSE JUDGMENT + DESTROY DISCRIMINATION, will cause their FALL...

"that they may lay up their Treasure HERE, and FIX their affections upon earthly things... KEEP-THE-MONEY-IN-OUR-RANKS. The more MEANS they obtain, the more they will injure our Kingdom... the spread of the Truths we HATE. ... Through those who have a FORM-OF-GODLINESS but know not the Power, we can gain many... Those of this Class who are apt + intelligent will serve as DECOYS to draw others into our SNARES. Many will not fear their INFLU-ENCE, because they PROFESSION the same Faith... and erelong they will be ready toRIDICULE their former zeal and devotion... We must be present at all-their-gatherings. ... I will have men upon the ground... holding false doctrines MINGLED with just enough Truth to deceive souls...

"The Lord's messages of warning TO his Church. Should the people READ + BELIEVE these admonitions, we would have LITTLE-HOPE-OF-OVERCOMING-THEM. But if we can
DIVERT THEIR ATTENTION from these WARNINGS... God's MERCY will be withdrawn, and he will give them up to our FULL CONTROL... put a FALSE COLORING upon the words and acts of those who love + obey the Truth... MISREPRESENT THE MOTIVES... circulate INSINUATIONS, and arouse SUSPICION... to be regarded as FOUL + DECEPTIVE... (Are Adventists EXPERTS at that!) the envenomed SLANDERER, the ACCUSER of the Brethren...

"Another dangerous HERESY is the Doctrine that DENIES the DIVINITY of Christ... With such persons it is folly to argue. No argument, however conclusive, will convince those who reject the direct Testimony of the Son of God. "The natural man receiveth NOT the things of the Spirit of God; for they are FOOLISHNESS unto him; neither can he know them, because they are SPIRITUALLY DISCERNED."
1884 SOP 4:337-350.

AT A POINT LIKE THIS WE SHOULD ALWAYS REMEMBER = DANIEL 12:10 = "The wicked shall do wickedly: and NONE of the wicked shall UNDERSTAND; but the WISE shall UNDERSTAND." [When we find the Truth - and we are so anxious for others to UNDERSTAND; and they do not APPRECIATE it at all - could it be that we did not EXPLAIN it to them PROPERLY - ??? Or could it be, as the above Text shows; they are so WICKED, it is IMPOSSIBLE for them to UNDERSTAND - ??? In other Words = is the real Blame on us - or is the real Blame on them - ??? Let us have a little more PERSONAL responsibility!]

NOT QUICK - NO HOLY SPIRIT - !!!
"Erroneous theories are presented in so PLEASING a way that unless care is taken, many will be misled... The track of Truth lies close beside the track of Error, and BOTH TRACKS may seem to be ONE to minds which ARE NOT worked by the Holy Spirit, and which, therefore, ARE NOT QUICK to discern the DIFFERENCE between Truth + Error."

HOW TO TEACH THE TRUTH + YET TEACH "DOCTRINES OF DEMONS" - The Adventists are now Repeating + Repeating, over + over again = through the "Voice of Prophecy" - through SDA Brinsmead - through all Church News-Media = The "CURSE of the Law!" And the "CURSE of the Law of Moses!" Yes! that is "The Truth" alright! yet it is a "Doctrine of Demons!"

"The Truth" is the "Truth" only to those who KNOW the
TRUTH! The "Truth" can be a LIE - to those who DO NOT KNOW the Truth!

WHAT AM I TALKING ABOUT - ???
I am talking about the "Law" = the "LAW of Moses." The "Law" of Moses - is NOT the "LAW of God!" So if you talk to a people who DO NOT KNOW the Difference = they THINK you are "CURSING" the LAW of God!

To them "The LAW of God" + "The LAW of Moses" = is one and the same Thing! So as long as you do not CLARIFY what YOU mean - and let them go by what they THINK you mean = you are Teaching them: "Doctrines of Demons!"

So be SURE you CLARIFY what YOU mean, what the Bible means - BEFORE you DARE start "CURSING" any "LAW!" Lest ye be CURSED with a CURSE!

AND BESIDES =
What is all this "CURSING" of the "LAW" all about lately?
Just to SOUND off like a BABYLONIAN? So the BABYLONIANS will JOIN you so you can all "CURSE" the "LAW" together in the Adventist Church? Thus "Winning souls to Christ?"
By Talking like the Babylonians talk?

AND FINALLY =
In all this "CURSING" of the LAW - why do you fail so marvelously lately - to quote the Texts that speak of the "LAW" being "Righteous" + "Good" + "Holy" + "JUST!"
The LAW of "LOVE!" Why go around as Brinsmead goes around - roundly "CURSING" the "LAW?" as also does Marter and Heppenstall in the R+H!

BRINSMREAD =
"... the only thing that any man can extract from the LAW is WRATH, CODEMNATION + DEATH... The LAW was never intended to be a source of RIGHTEOUSNESS!" Eternal Purpose, p.48-9. See also 30,43,47. TJG 16.


The Wonderful thing is - with that Wet Blanket of a Doctrine, they are NOT "Saving" them anyway! "KEY '73" was a Fizzle! LESS members "won" than in 1972! So jump higher! pray louder! Maybe your god is Asleep! E.E.Cleveland' all night Prayers won NOTHING but a hollow Echo! For it was only the Sound of an EMPTY BARREL!

THE GREATEST ONSLAUGHT IN HISTORY! AGAINST "WORKS" - "LAW" + "EFFORT" - led by Seventh-day Adventists!
NOT DEFINING THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN THE TWO "LAWS"
Just as they do not define the difference between the
TWO Ships! and the TWO Churches! and TWO kinds of Works
and Effort! and TWO kinds of Legalism!
This Onslaught is being made, by Church + Awakening
alike. Until, the record reads, from the Vision that
Sr. White saw in the Valley where Satan has his Head-
Quarters, from which she heard the most beautiful Strains
of Music, then heard His Satanic Majesty in person de-
scribing how they would overcome the last Sabbath-
keepers on Earth.
These 4 Key-pages they lifted OUT of GC in 1888 and was
why they clamped the Lid on 1888. For many Years we
claimed that Uriah Smith was the Instigator of the 1888
Fight, and the changing of the Testimonies! Finally,
they ADMITTED it! Since we have covered this Ground so
far, what else have Adventists done to Obey their Mas-
ter - Satan?
A GREAT REFORMATION - KEY '73!
She predicted Seventh-day Adventist participation in
"KEY '73!" For Years we said that going "by the Bible
ALONE" - was only a Ruse to shake loose of the Testi-
omies. Now it is abundantly clear. As soon as ever
they programmed Brinsmead to go "by the Bible ALONE!"
He immediately took off and went "by Babylon ALONE!"
He admits as much, he boasts of it. Spurgeon, Evangeli-
cal, Baptist, Methodist, Lutherans - the very ones that
FOUGHT the Testimonies right from the Beginning. The
8T 250 Harlot is Swooning in their arms! She is going
to "OUT" Love them - "OUT" Grace them - "OUT" Faith
them - and "OUT" Law them!
The Autumn Council voted to do just THAT! "The things
wherein we DIFFER are PAST! definitely PAST! and that
is as it should be!" ["IN COMMON" FROOM!] See Autumn
THE STAGE IS SET =
Those who go "Step by Step" along with them, will also
take the Final Step and keep Sunday, it will be "easy"
and "popular". Just as easy as they slipped Xmass into
the Church, just as easy as keeping SUNDAY next EASTER
with Billy Babylon Graham + the Pope! Why? We HAVE to
do it! It is our Duty! To win Souls! The Catholic Church
went over to Paganism for the SAME REASON!
STEP BY STEP - THE LAST STEP =
"The Mark of the Beast will be [Forced?] URGED upon us. Those who have Step by Step yielded to worldly demands and conformed to worldly customs (Easter + Christmas) will not find it a hard matter to YIELD to the Powers that be, rather than subject themselves to derision, insult, Threatened imprisonment, and death." 5T 81.
"As the Storm approaches,[not here yet!] a large Class... when the TEST is brought, they are prepared to choose the EASY, POPULAR side." GC 608. 1884 SOP 4:426.

SOME, WHO READ THESE TRUTHS =
Say this makes them "Sick" - to hear all this "Critici-
zing!" Do not like to see how "Bitter" we are! Seem to Think we go around Sulking if an "Innumerable Multitude" of Adventists do not quickly accept the Truth!

It is Houteff, it is Froom - that would have to do the Sulking if they do not have a Big Pack at their Heels. We never were Smitten with that Delusion. We believed Ezekiel 3 & 33."Son of man... eat this Roll, and go speak unto the House of Israel... But the House of Israel will not hearken unto thee; for they will not hearken unto Me: ... they be a rebellious House... Yet if thou WARN the WICKED... he shall DIE in his iniquity; but thou hast de-

So you see - we do not have to do HALF the Lamenting you think we do, because you will not Hearken to the Warning from God. In fact - did you but know it, we feel FREE as the Breeze, because we have delivered the Word of God un-
to you, and we will let you lose your Sleep over it. We will NOT! It is YOUR concern what you do with the Word of God. It is OUR concern that you Hear it. That is all.

THE COMET KOHOUTEK - "Little Rooster" - 1973-F.
"Signs and wonders appeared, foreboding disaster + doom. A COMET, resembling a flaming sword, for a year hung over the City." 1884 SOP 4:31.

"He beholds the destroying angel HOVERING over the ancient metropolis of patriarchs + prophets... Oh that thou... hadst known the Time of thy Visitation!" (Same. p.21.)

"THE WARNING SIGN..." (Same. p.27.)
"Because of persecution, many will be offended... and they will stumble + fall, apostatizing from the faith they once advocated... will be bound up with unbelievers, scoffers, and mockers... "ye have heard that ANTI-CHRIST shall come... whereby we know that it is the last time. They went OUT from us, but they were not OF us... "And many false prophets shall arise, and shall deceive many." False Christs did arise, deceiving the people, and leading great numbers into the desert. Magicians and sorcerers, claiming miraculous power, drew the people after them into the mountain solitudes. But this prophecy was also spoken for the last days. COMPANIES inspired by Satan will be formed to deceive and delude. This will be a SIGN of the second Advent... 

"When ye therefore shall see the ABOMINATION of desolation, spoken of by Daniel the prophet, stand in the holy place (whoso readeth, let him understand), then let them which be in Judea FLEE into the mountains(let there be no presumptuous dallying.)" RH A3:633. DA 628.

EZEKIEL 9 = is the Sealing chapter.
EZEKIEL 8 = is the Abomination chapter.
3T 267 = only those who "Sigh + Cry" about the Abominations - will be Sealed, and do so "Aloud" -

"But the general SLAUGHTER of ALL those who do not thus see... and BEGIN at My Sanctuary... When a CRISIS finally comes, as it surely will, and God speaks in behalf of His people, those who have sinned, those who have been a cloud of DARKNESS... may become alarmed at the length they have gone in murmuring and in bringing discouragement upon the cause; and, like Achan, becoming terrified, they many acknowledge that they have sinned. But their CONFESSIONS are TOO LATE and are not of the right kind." 3T 271.

THIS "TOO LATE" - "FOOLISH VIRGIN" - "LAST CHURCH" - "LAODICEAN" ELEMENT - find they made a Mistake. What is that Mistake?
They did not come to the "Crisis" prepared. They did not build a Character, did not know who "BABYLON" was, did not Warn others. Invested their MEANS in projects calculated to elevate SELF + THE CHURCH. The "FIERY SWORD" of Doom hangs over them. [3T 99,97,31,48,133,141]
If we "lay in Store" - the Government will confiscate all such Supplies, or the Hippie Gangs pick us Clean.
The more we read the Testimones the more we realize the only safe investment now is in Souls. "... get READY before it is forever TOO LATE. The Angel said,"DESTRUCTION is coming like a mighty Whirlwind." I begged of the Angel to pity and save those who loved this World, who were attached to their possessions and were not willing to CUT LOOSE from them and sacrifice to SPEED the MESSENGERS... while Jesus stands before the Father pleading His blood, "Can such enter Heaven?" Another Angel answered, "No, never, never, never." "Are all Messengers?" Another answered, "No, no; God's MESSENGERS have a MESSAGE." "Think ye that any will be compelled to sacrifice? No, no. It must be a Free-will Offering. It will take ALL to buy the field." EW 48-51.

3 BABYONS - A MESSAGE

The City "BABYLON" - is not, and yet it is.
The City "JERUSALEM" - is not, and yet it is.
Both are now Spiritual and must be spiritually discerned.

So with the "CHURCH" - regardless of the Traditions hoary with Age, or the Superstitions based on Nothing.

It is "THE CHURCH" that becomes "BABYLON" - or a Part of "BABYLON." "THE CHURCH" can be "BABYLON" and yet not be "BABYLON."

DOCUMENTED + IRREFUTABLE EVIDENCE = [The Original Book:]
1884 SOP 4:39[39][This means see your GC to check this.]
The "CHURCH" first appears. Here called: "APOSTOLIC CHURCH" the "EARLY CHURCH" and the "CHURCH OF GOD."
p.41 - the "CHURCH OF CHRIST." p.42 - the "CHRISTIAN CHURCH." p.46[45] - when this "CHURCH" brought in PAGAN "ERRORS FATAL TO THE SOUL" and "ABOMINATIONS... disguised in sacerdotal garments" - it became the "APOSTATE CHURCH" and "APOSTATE CHRISTIANS" from whom: "SEPARATION was an absolute NECESSITY." p.49[48] - the "CHURCH" conformed to the World's Standard, and that is why p.50[48] - "CHRISTIANITY" is so Popular with the World.

"THE GREAT APOSTASY" this term, found on p.51[49] - and "the son of Perdition" and "the Mystery of Iniquity" - "creeping into THE CHURCH" changed this into "THE ROMAN CHURCH" - which she still calls: "THE CHRISTIAN CHURCH." p.52[50] - the "CHURCH." p.53[51] - "THE UNIVERSAL CHURCH"
but now it develops a "VISIBLE HEAD" - the representative of Satan - "the Bishop of Rome" - who looks for all or any who dare Challenge his "INFAILIBILITY" with fault-finding, or criticizing, or condemning, or accusing of the Brethren, and plasters them with the Brand of being: "HERETICS!" and this "HEAD OF THE CHURCH" of ROME, calls for "SEPARATION" of his Minions + Dupes "from the TRUE CHURCH." p.53[50-1].

This "CHURCH" holds illustrious "COUNCILS" and brings in what is known the Pagan-hordes will love, and the majority accept, and, as is the way of all "CHURCHES" when they want to grow Big and Powerful and obtain the Sword + financial Support of the State + it's Laws - thus the "WHORE" becomes Converted to a "BEAST" or rides the "BEAST" -

"THE CHURCH OF CHRIST!" now has to Flee to the Wilderness and "OBSURITY." p.57[54-5].

I CAN HARDLY REFRAIN FROM HOLDING MYSELF =
to point out that AGAIN "THE CHURCH" will go into the "GREAT APOSTASY" and that it is "CERTAIN" that they will "CONTINUE TO DO SO until the Lord shall descend from Heaven with a shout." And the only sure + certain Remedy is: "... discern the Trail of the Serpent. I call it thus; for thus the Lord pronounces it... Christ calls, Come out from among them, and be ye SEPARATE. I write this because any moment my life may be ended... "COME, I call," come ye OUT and be SEPARATE from him + his associates... "COME OUT from among them, and be ye SEPARATE." Series B7:56-64. [The Book they burned by Bushel Baskets full" at Loma Linda, and later two Truck Loads full in the WHITED VAULTS INCINERATOR. The SDA in charge knew they were coming, he put in loose Paper to give the appearance of a solid bulk foundation. then when they left satisfied that a good job had been done,
[I would like to have had a good look at those Creeps!] he turned on the Water Spray, retired - sold the Books to used Book Stores. Do you know of a Copy I can get of one of those charred Books? I would love it! Get a new one from: B.T.ANDERSON, Rt.4, Box 72A, Louisa, Virginia. 23093 - $1.00. 10 for $8.00. Do some Missionary Work. Get the Truth to the people! And to Hell with their "WHITE" ELEPHANTS!]

"And thou, Capernaum[Seventh-day Adventists EGW]...
shalt be brought down to HELL." R&H Aug.1,1893. RH A3:69.

THE CHURCH DRIVEN IN THE WILDERNESS IN 1888 = !!!
"LIVING TEMPLE" - Dr. Kellogg - Jone + Waggoner were Teachers for him in Battle Creek, and signed their Names to "LIVING TEMPLE" - 1903. ["Through Crisis to Victory" Olson ($5.00 - BBH) p.302... "Movement of Destiny" Froom ($5.00 - Paper. BBH) p.352,524.]


The "self-distrustful" - the "weak + hesitating" - will come forth "as David" [Appointed + anointed in Secret, "THE CHURCH" in the Wilderness - "as David."] Who will gather Warriors to himself while "MULTITUDES OF FALSE BRETHREN" will go "OUT" - not OUT of a Church in MIDNIGHT DARKNESS - but OUT of the Truth - OUT of the Faith - OUT of the Most Holy Place - OUT of the Third Angel's Message - OUT into the World into Billy Graham's "KEY '73!" - "Chaff like a cloud" will go "OUT in DARKNESS" - into the Church of MIDNIGHT DARKNESS. "In this time the GOLD will be SEPARATED from the DROSS in the Church." 5T 81. [Notice - only "DROSS" will REMAIN!]

"Pray not for this people... When they Fast, I will not Hear... I will not accept them: but I will CONSUME them by the SWORD,[1T 270,259,268,283. RH A1:40. SG 4:63.] and by the FAMINE, and by the PESTILENCE...

"The Prophets prophecy LIES... in my name, I sent them not... Sword + Famine shall not be in this Land; By SWORD and FAMINE shall those Prophets be CONSUMED... in the streets of JERUSALEM[LEFT OUT of your GC 266. "The Holy City [the true Church. EGW]" 1884 SOP 4:188."

"The Lord said, Verily it shall be well with thy REMNANT; [Who will not be seen or known until "MULTITUDES of FALSE BRETHREN" are "CUT DOWN" by Sword, Revolution, War, Famine Pestilence. 5T 81.] verily I will cause the enemy to entreat thee WELL in the Time of Evil and in the Time of Affliction... "WOE to the bloody City, to the Pot whose SCUM... is not gone OUT of it... her SCUM shall be in the
"Woe to the bloody City!... Heap on the wood, kindle the Fire!... that the SCUM of it may be Consumed. She hath weared herself with LIES, and her great SCUM went NOT OUT of her: her SCUM shall be in the FIRE!" Eze.24:9-12.

"Son of man, the House of Israel is to me become DROSS."

"In this Time the GOLD will be SEPARATED from the DROSS in the CHURCH!" [Leaving only DROSS + SCUM!] Eze.22:18. 5T 81,92,136,463,211,210,212,77,45,525,500,536,707,263. PK 188. EW 124. PK 501,187. 3T 324. 9T 280. TM 234,229.]


"So APOSTASY in THE CHURCH will prepare the way for the IMAGE to the Beast... EVANGELICAL ALLIANCE... UNITING... doctrine... IN COMMON, shall influence the State to ENFORCE their Decrees [Seventh-day Adventists in both the States + Canada writing out "BILLS OF RIGHTS" that Wise Politicians declare to be: "USELESS" for all nice-sounding "RIGHTS" are all waved aside in: "WAR" or "EMERGENCY" - with NO RIGHTS - just when "RIGHTS" are needed! What Bone-heads these Leaders be! "Dumb Dogs that will not Bark!" - if you prefer Bible "Language!" just "SCUM!"]

"In the last solemn work FEW great men will be engaged... God... cannot use them." 5T 80.9T 26. DA 208. 5T 212.

"So APOSTASY in THE CHURCH will prepare the way for the IMAGE to the Beast... EVANGELICAL... IN COMMON, shall influence the State to ENFORCE their Decrees and to SUSTAIN their Institutions,[$11,030,505.42 in 1972-3. More in 1971-2. R&H Dec.27,1973. p.2-12,13. KHW.]

"... then Protestant America will have formed an IMAGE." GC 444-5. "THEN THE TRUE CHURCH will be assailed by PERSECUTION." 1884 SOP 4:278.

"In the closing work of God in the earth... DARKNESS, like the pall of death... in the Hour of greatest Peril, the God of Elijah[will you be one of these?] will raise up human Instrumentalities to bear a MESSAGE that will NOT BE SILENCED!...
"The Voice of STERN REBUKE will be heard. [from you?] BOLDLY will men of God's appointment DENOUNCE the UNION of THE CHURCH with THE WORLD." PK 187. [To see changes from ORIGINAL see RH A6:382.]

WHAT WILL SUCH A UNION WITH THE WORLD PRODUCE?
"When the early Church became CORRUPTED by departing from the simplicity of the Gospel and accepting Heathen Rites + Customs, [Xmass + Easter] she LOST the Spirit + Power of God; and in order to CONTROL the consciences of the people, she sought the Support of the secular Power. The result was the Papacy... It was APOSTASY that led the early CHURCH to seek the aid of the civil Government, and this PREPARED the way for the... BEAST.

"So APOSTASY in THE CHURCH will PREPARE the way for the IMAGE." GC 443-4. [1884 SOP 4:276-9.]

"Conformity to Worldly CUSTOMS [Xmass + Easter] converts THE CHURCH to THE WORLD; it NEVER converts THE WORLD to Christ... NEVER was there a GREATER MISTAKE." GC 509. ("They become a CURSE + A SNARE.")

"THE WORLD must not be introduced into the CHURCH, and married to the CHURCH, forming a Bond of UNITY. Through this means THE CHURCH will become indeed CORRUPT, and as stated in Revelation, "a Cage of every UNCLEAN + hateful Bird." TM 265. RH A3:233. [It has happened already, they cannot fire Teachers for IMMORALITY."An enemy hath done this." TM 265-6.]

SEE "HOEHN RESEARCH LIBRARY REPORT" SENT TO THE REGULAR LIST AT THIS TIME OR SEND FOR IT - #290.

p.2- "THE 3 BABYLON ABOMINATIONS."

[1] The Dark Ages BABYLON - the BABYLON that was Rome. Rev.17. GC 382,248. [233.]


[3] 144,000 PHILADELPHIANS who come from all the World are the ONLY ONES who are "SEPARATE" and "FREE" from BABYLON #3 - Rev.18. SOP 4:357,398,421,426.

Hoehn Research Library Press,
Drawer 1270, GRAND FORKS, BC Canada. VOH 1HO.